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From the Desk Of the CEO
MARGOT FORSTER
A belated welcome to 2019. For defence industry, 2019 will be an exciting and busy

we caution relying entirely on Australian Industry Capability (AIC) plans, ‘best

year. We are fortunate to have both the Avalon International Airshow and Pacific

endeavours’ and the ‘good will’ of Primes and International Original Equipment

International Maritime Exposition in our backyard. These events are internationally

Manufacturers to deliver maximum benefit to the Australian economy, Australian

acclaimed and provide Australian industry access to potential export markets, without

businesses and Australian workers. It begs the question, who will be monitoring and

having to leave the shores of Australia.

reporting on

The Avalon International Airshow will provide Australians a great opportunity to see

AIC achievement? Does this create the opportunity for an independent body to fulfil

our new Joint Strike Fighter close up. This program, along with the Poseidon and Triton

this function?

programs means that industry supporting the aerospace sector are just as important now

In this issue of Defence Business, Chief Entrepreneur Jim Whalley makes the point that

as they have ever been in contributing to delivery of a regionally superior capability.

Australian pioneers have launched more satellites in the last few months than in the

The Defence Teaming Centre and our partners in the Australian Defence Alliance (ADA)

past 40 years combined. It is the perfect illustration of how quickly circumstances can

will have a strong presence at the Avalon International Airshow in late February and

alter once a critical point is achieved, or when a critical event occurs.

I hope to see many of our member companies there as we all work to acquire new

Lot Fourteen in the centre of Adelaide is the new home for the headquarters of the

knowledge and make new connections. If you are visiting Avalon, I urge you to connect
with the highly professional staff of the DTC and the ADA, as well as with fellow
members. Who knows what doors it will open?

Australian Space Agency, along with the newly established Defence Landing Pad. There
is a strong technological connection between the defence and space industries. Our
defence industry is now perfectly positioned to find new opportunities by being part of

2019 will also be an exciting year with the DTC, the Henderson Alliance in WA and the
Australian Defence Alliance (Victoria) (formally known as AIDN Victoria), collaborating
as the ADA. The ADA is a professionally managed industry body providing policy,
advocacy, and strategic governance to SMEs in dual use and defence industry. Whilst
each member organisation will continue to operate independently, on matters of
national policy the ADA will speak with a single voice. The three organisations will also

the entrepreneurial spirit that characterises the space industry in Australia.
Duncan McIntyre discusses the evolution of thinking in the CDIC about what is
important and how to deliver it more efficiently and effectively. This will also enable the
DTC to further refine the service it offers its members, complimenting support received
from the Federal and State levels.

engage in active information and resource sharing, enabling our combined 1,100+

One area that makes me immensely proud is the philanthropic nature of our industry.

members to benefit from their joined strengths, and ensuring that the needs of SMEs

When good deeds are intertwined with smart business strategies and everybody wins,

across the nation are delivered in unity.

it reaffirms my belief that healthy profits and a social conscience can exist side by side.

Australia will likely go to the polls in May. We may see a change of government and
realistically a new Cabinet will make changes that impact on the ADF and defence
industry. However, we are fortunate in Australia that our Government and Opposition

In this issue we highlight how AFL Services has championed a local initiative to help
disadvantaged youth, which has overcome a skills shortage that was hampering the
company. To see this Member business thriving and helping the community is a great

are committed to a bipartisan approach to investment in Defence and defence industry,

success story.

and that as a nation we will aspire to spending two percent of GDP on Defence by the

As General Manager Adam Levi says in the story: “Part of our success in improving our

2020-21 financial year. As our industry approaches the phase when tenders will be

staffing levels has been about old fashion morals and core values, combined with new

submitted and contracts negotiated on some of our very large Defence programs,

generation strategies.”

THE DTC WOULD LIKE TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE SUPPORT OF OUR SPONSORS

Jones Harley Toole

ANZ

Lunik

Mantra Group

NHP

Peer

EY

Operational Systems
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Australia will go to the polls in May, the result of which may have ramifications for Defence and defence industry. Images: (Left) The Prime Minister of Australia, Scott Morrison,
speaks with troops from the 1st Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment, during a visit to Lavarack Barracks. (Right) The Leader of the Opposition, Bill Shorten, chats with Royal
Australian Air Force Chaplain Flight Lieutenant, Wayne Ross, during his visit to Australia's main operating base Camp Baird, in the Middle East region.

A Super Hornet and its crew from No. 1 Squadron practice their air display in
the skies over RAAF Base Amberley for the upcoming Avalon Air Show.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RAAF Roulettes perform for the
crowd at the Avalon Airshow.

Rapid Prototyping
Innovative Problem Solving
Manual & CNC machining
Small scale manufacture
Fully licensed and passionate team
Fast turnaround
Weapons mount and custom bracket specialists

Contact us to explore how we can improve
your prototype development cycle
Adelaide, South Australia, 5096
+61 402 219 831 sales@iceng.com.au
www.iceng.com.au

AUSTRALIAN DESIGNED, OWNED AND MADE
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Strong SA Presence At Avalon

Pitchfest: Tuesday 26 & Wednesday 27 February

South Australian defence industry will have a significant presence at Avalon 2019.

An Innovation Pitchfest will allow Australian companies and researchers to present their
ideas, technologies and products to the Australian and international community.

Representing the State will be the Defence Teaming Centre, 19 companies, as well as
four research and educational organisations set to showcase their services, products
and technology on the Defence SA stand.

The event will take place on Tuesday 26 and Wednesday 27 February in the Innovation
Theatrette in Exhibition Hall 1.

The stand will also have a space presence. The event is viewed as an ideal opportunity
to promote South Australia’s aerospace and space capabilities, and explore potential
supply chain opportunities on upcoming projects.

The event has been organised by the Defence Science Institute (DSI) in partnership with
Aerospace Australia Limited, the Defence Innovation Partnership (DIP) in South Australia
and Defence Innovation Network (DIN) in New South Wales.

Award Nominees

CDIC's Global Supply Chain Event

Four SA companies have been shortlisted for the 2019 Innovators Award, which will be
announced at Avalon. They are:

The Centre for Defence Industry Capability is holding a Global Supply Chain (GSC)
Program networking event at Avalon 2019, with representatives from Boeing, BAE
Systems, Leidos, Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon, Rheinmetall and Thales.

•

Cryoclock Pty Limited - Sapphire high precision timing clock

•

Inovor Technologies - Space Situational Awareness System

•

Millswood Engineering - Failsafe Flight Safety Device

The event will be held on Tuesday 26 February 2019 from 2:00pm–4:00pm, in Conference
Room 6 at the Avalon Airshow.

•

Nova Systems Australia - Requirements Assurance and Validation Suite.

Indicate your interest by emailing CDIC_Exports@industry.gov.au
More information at: https://www.business.gov.au/Centre-for-Defence-IndustryCapability/News-events-and-resources/Network-with-global-primes

February - April 2019 Defence Business

AVALON

The Joint Strike Fighter is the largest acquisition in the history of the Royal Australian Air Force.
Australian industry is manufacturing parts that will be fitted to every F-35 in production globally, and
more than 50 Australian companies have directly shared in $1.2 billion in production contracts to date.
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High Expectations For Low Orbit Venture
By Josh Teakle
They may have the same dimensions as a loaf of bread but nanosatellites are making
an over-sized impact within Australia’s expanding space industry.
Placed in Low Earth Orbit (LEO), these diminutive satellites can take climate science
readings, assist in oceanography, make accurate earth observations and even track
other satellites, yet all for a fraction of the cost (and size) of conventional satellites.
The pint-sized space-to-earth communicators are the way of the future.
One of the champions in this sphere is Inovor founder Dr Matthew Tetlow. The
Adelaide-based researcher and aerospace expert set his focus on nanosatellites four
years ago, engineering his own satellite model (alongside his Inovor team) which will
be used for Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)
missions as part of the CSIROsat-1 program.
“At Inovor we have developed a complete nanosatellite platform called Apogee. So
we provide a power system, a pointing system, the main structure, as well as the TT&C
(Telemetry, Tracking and Command) and mission control computer system,” he said.
“Our satellite has a single interface point to enable easier integration with a payload.
“That means you can tell it where to point, or turn something on, or send something
to the ground, all through the one interface.
“What other places do is buy parts from US and European suppliers and integrate them
together, so you have a lot of blackboxes communicating together. That means you
have little insight into what the system is doing internally. All you see is a response to
your input, without knowing what it is actually doing.
“We have built every single electronic component in our Apogee satellite platform and
have written every line of software so we have complete control over the system.
“Based on this satellite platform we won the contract to build CSIROsat-1, to build a
nanosatellite with a shortwave infrared imager on it to run their mission, which will be
launched in early 2020.”

Dr Matthew Tetlow.

"A traditional imaging satellite would cost up to hundreds of millions of dollars, so
for this relatively measly investment of between $1m and $5m, we are getting this

“We have always said it was
important to have an Australian
Space Agency... An agency
gives everyone in the industry a
leading body."
Cost Saving

astonishing leap forward in understanding."

Agency Opens Doors
After working in defence and aerospace projects for more than 15 years, Dr Tetlow
saw nanosatellites as a major development area to place Australia on the international
space map. It comes as no surprise that his experience was called upon for the research
into establishing the Australian Space Agency.
“We have always said it was important to have an Australian Space Agency, so when
they were undergoing the review, they asked a few people from the industry what we
thought,” he said.
“An agency gives everyone in the industry a leading body. In Australia there are a lot of
space groups out there and the agency gives us something to follow and allows us to
move in the same direction.
“More importantly it provides a direct way for the industry to communicate. The space

CSIROsat-1 is a shortwave infrared system which will look at climate science and

industry typically communicates on an agency to agency level so if, for example, Inovor

agricultural applications, including oceanography - but at a frequency that is different

have the appropriate technology and we wanted to get involved with a NASA mission,

to most other satellites on the market.

the communication would be extremely difficult without an agency.

Dr Tetlow said that nanosatellites such as CSIROsat-1, weighing just 5kg, would never

“Having the agency tells the world that Australia is open for business, finally, because

completely take over the role of full scale satellites. However, the industry reaped the

now we can approach the agency and the agency can put us on the map.

benefits from having them work together in tandem.

“It brings us all together and gives us a direction. They have been going for a short

“We are not naive enough to think that nanosatellites are the be all and end all,” he said.

amount of time but they are doing a fantastic job.

“Large satellites are the exquisite system and the nanosatellites are the disaggregated,

“The interest in the Australian space industry has skyrocketed in the last 12 months

high revisit rate but low fidelity solution. Having them working together gets the best

and it is largely from the agency getting out there and telling everyone what we

solution than either of them on their own.

can do.”
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Failure To Success
Dr Tetlow’s inspiration for the Apogee program
spiked after working alongside students from the
University of Adelaide on the QB50 launch mission.
What was discovered from the mission, “prompted us to
do what we did and take the lessons learned, which was
one way to make a satellite and 1000 ways of how not
to make a satellite.
“We used that to our advantage and have developed
a world class satellite platform. At the time the bar
was pretty low, and a lot of places didn’t have mature
enough technology, so we thought the time was now to
get ahead of it.”

Dreams
While taking great leaps in the Australian aviation and
space industry, building satellites is the realisation of a
boyhood dream for the South African native who grew
up building Lego spacecrafts and looking at the stars.
“Space has excited me since I was a kid,” he said.
“I have always loved space. I remember building Lego
space shuttles, and I have always been keen on space
and aviation. My PHD was in launch systems so I tried
to get launch systems off the ground but up until
18 months ago Australia had no appetite for launch
systems at all. The satellite opportunity came up threeand-a-half years ago and it was the same sort of skills,
so I took it on board. It has snowballed and now our
team would be the most experienced in developing
satellite systems in Australia.”

Hyperion Mission - an Australian Space Situational
Awareness satellite constellation.

Understanding Defence requires Defence experience

Level 10, 400 King William St, Adelaide SA 5000 T +61 8 8414 3316
info@jht.com.au
www.jht.com.au

Legal·Strategy·Business
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Succeeding
In Australia’s
Defence
Industry Boom
By Zack McLennan and Emily Minson, Co-Founders and Directors Of Lunik

These are good times for defence industry. As has been repeated ad nauseum,
Australia is in the midst of an unprecedented peacetime defence spend with the
Commonwealth committing to $200 billion (AUD) of capital investment up to 20272028. Furthermore, there is a bipartisan push for defence spending to be two percent
of GDP by the 2020-21 financial year.
Such expenditure, in addition to strengthening Australia’s national security, is bringing
considerable benefits to defence industry in terms of employment and innovation.
However, as far as individual businesses are concerned, there will be winners and
losers. Whether a contract is worth $50 billion or $50,000, multiple companies are
competing to win.
With so many opportunities available and stiff competition, it’s more important than
ever that companies effectively position themselves to win. The winning formula is not
as simple as it once was.
Historically, Australia’s defence expenditure and procurement decisions attracted
limited public attention. Capability, cost, and schedule were the key considerations.
Some projects were more prominent than others, but by and large defence
procurement was an insiders’ affair. That all changed in 2015.
The Competitive Evaluation Process (CEP), for the $50 billion Future Submarines
Program vaulted defence procurement into the mainstream resulting in submarines
becoming one of the most politically charged debates in Australia. In South Australia,
it seemed like submarines were the only debate!
The CEP, in addition to contributing to the change of Prime Minister, reset the
discussion of defence procurement to one focussed on what the sector could deliver
for the Australian economy and Australian workers. For the first time, the Australian
public’s opinion on defence expenditure commanded the Government’s attention.
Since then, we have had three more high profile campaigns for Offshore Patrol Vessels,
Future Frigates, and armoured vehicles that have all followed the precedent set by the CEP.
Under this new reality, bidders for these programs needed not only to sell the
capability of their solution to the Department of Defence, but also dedicate time and
energy, on a level never seen before, extolling the virtues of their offerings to the
Australian public, political figures, and the media.
This is not to say that capability requirements do not matter anymore, they do.

Emily Minson, Co-Founder and Director of Lunik.

Zack McLennan, Co-Founder and Director of Lunik.

"...it’s more important than ever
that companies effectively
position themselves to win."
However, with so many stakeholders now attuned to the Government’s defence
strategy, a company can no longer rely solely on technical details to run a successful
campaign.
To win, companies need to run integrated campaigns that cater to all stakeholders.
This new paradigm exists both for prime contractors selling directly to the government
as well as SMEs selling into a larger firm.
Finding this balance between communicating the technical offering and establishing
public image, is how you win.
Lunik is a strategic communications, business advisory and public affairs firm.
They have advised numerous defence firms and organisations, including Naval
Group, Austal, MBDA and the Defence Teaming Centre.
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Space For Our Heroic Entrepreneurs
J I M W H A L L E Y, C H I E F E N T R E P R E N E U R

South Australia is now front and centre for technology and aerospace, following the
decision to base the Australian Space Agency in Adelaide. As I write this, three SA
companies have put satellites into orbit over the last few months, which is more than in
the previous 40 years.

•

Just think how inspirational that is for children looking at a future in science and
technology. Our start-ups and the very nature of space projects also helps young
people understand risk-taking and the attitude of ‘having a go’, which is in step with
the philosophy of entrepreneurship we are trying to promote in this state.

•

University of South Australia about their presence at Lot Fourteen. They are very
proud of their existing collaboration and they see that this is an opportunity for
further joint ventures.

What’s New?

a State’s productivity and access to high speed internet.
•

There is a new $28 million Research, Commercialisation and Startup Fund available
to support researchers to create innovative solutions or translate research in to
industry or commercial outcomes that address economy wide challenges for the
State. As well as for startups to assist them to start and scale their innovative early
stage business.

•

The Entrepreneurship Advisory Board has been appointed and I am pleased to be
a part of that. The Board will have oversight of FIXE - Future Industries Exchange
for Entrepreneurship. FIXE is the renewed vision
for Entrepreneurship n south Australia. The FIXE

"On a more distant horizon,
the future for the globe is
space-based industry,
which has particular
relevance for Australia."

South Australia has recently been chosen as the
home for Australia’s new National Space Agency.
This is testament to the leading role that many of
our local companies and research organisations are playing on the global stage. With
Australia’s space economy expected to triple to $12 billion in value and job numbers to
increase by 20,000 within the next year, now is the perfect time to invest in Australia’s
best destination for space sector innovation.
This is an opportunity for both to use the Defence Landing Pad as a way of testing the
water in SA. It is a ready-made space with offices, internet connection, meeting areas,
etc, that requires minimal investment.
It makes it very clear to anyone in the global defence and space industries that South
Australia is open for business.

By the time you are reading this, I will be assisting the Premier to host a delegation of
venture capitalists and strategic investors from Silicon Valley. The aim is to attract more
overseas dollars for start-ups and organisations and strengthen our global relationships.
Other developments include:
•

We are looking at ways in which we can expand access to high speed internet in
Adelaide and South Australia more generally. There is a direct correlation between

The broader defence community aligns with technology - and with space technology.
When it sees good news in the space sector, there is a realisation that this will attract
more world class engineers to the State, encourage young people into the industry and
increase awareness of the value of STEM.
On a more distant horizon, the future for the globe is space-based industry, which
has particular relevance for Australia. For example, consider our skills in remote area
mining. This will directly contribute to space-based
mining at some point in the future. Our ability to
operate a mine out in the middle of the Pilbara will
directly feed into our ability to have an autonomous
mine on an asteroid or on another body. The low
orbit satellites we are already deploying will become
increasingly important for efficient agriculture. This
ranges from communication of water levels or where
your herds are, through to the use of high spectral
sensing technology for the management of crops.

Talks are well advanced with University of Adelaide, Flinders University and

FIXE @ Lot Fourteen. The government is in the process of appointing a key anchor
tenant (co-working operator) to manage and run FIXE @ Lot Fourteen which will be
complimented with a wide range of events, workshops, programs and networking
activities to support and fast track startups and scaleups. Importantly FIXE @ Lot
Fourteen will also house a regional landing pad to allow regional entrepreneurs
access to the hub and the associated events and programs.

focus document highlights four key strategic pillars
for FIXE underpinned by a range of objectives.
The four key pillars are: INSPIRE entrepreneurship,
EQUIP startups, ENABLE a healthy ecosystem, and
CELEBRATE achievements. It comprises; Jenny
Paradiso, Co-Founder and Director of Suntrix
Solar; George Freney, Partner and Co-Founder
of 11point2; Mohan Koo, Co-Founder and Chief
Technology Officer of Dtex Systems; Anton
Andreacchio, Managing Director of Jumpgate
Virtual Reality; Flavia Tata Nardini , Chief Executive
Officer of Fleet Space Technologies and Steven
Butler, Director of Stilmark Telecommunications.

•

Dr Andrew Dunbar has been appointed as Chief Operating Officer to run the
Office of the Chief Entrepreneur. He is an outstanding appointment from a very
strong field of candidates.

Leadership
I have a passion for leadership and good management. Even though I am in the “back
half” of my business journey, I still find great benefit from undertaking strategic courses
to improve my skills and my performance. We are lucky in the defence industry because
a lot of our people have served in the Australian Defence Force, which has a strong
focus on leadership and management training.
However, entrepreneurial start-ups that succeed and scale up will need to acquire
leadership or management skills. You may be a great technical person and have a great
product- but to scale up and inspire people to get them moving in the same direction
is a whole other issue. Likewise, we will need leaders and managers to cater for our
maritime defence contracts and for the 20,000 additional work-based apprenticeships
and traineeships the government is funding over the next four years.
You do not need to go back to school to get an MBA but you do need to undertake
short courses to acquire these skills. A great example is the South Australian Defence
Industry Leadership Program (SADILP) and my office will be looking to help develop
more of these types of programs.

SPACE
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Key facts, dates and interesting information about the
burgeoning space industry in South Australia.

SA is already home to more than
60 organisations and 800 employees
in the space sector.
The South Australian Government’s $41
million investment into the Australia’s Space
Agency will act as a launching pad to triple
Australia’s space economy to $12 billion and
create up to 20,000 jobs by 2030.
Outgoing Business SA chief executive Nigel
McBride: Lot Fourteen could be Australia’s
Station F, referring to the world’s biggest
start-up campus in Paris, France.

In addition to the space agency, the State
Government wants Lot Fourteen to include
an Innovation, Incubator, Start-up and
Growth Hub, an International Centre
for Tourism, Hospitality and Food Services
and a National Gallery for Aboriginal
Art and Culture.
The University of Adelaide's Law School
is exploring the rules for space.
This Space Agency will strengthen the
economy in South Australia and the country
and help to deliver long-term, high-wage,
high-skills jobs.
Hamilton Secondary College’s
$200,000 space centre includes a
Martian surface and mission control.

S PA C E

Lot Fourteen is the headquarters of
the Australian Space Agency.

A report, Satellite Communications and
Astronautics in 2018-19, found space will
generate $5.1 billion in revenue this year,
and that will grow to $7.2 billion over the
next five years.

1947

Woomera Rocket Range was
established in SA.

1967

South Australia 1967: Australia became the
third country in the world to launch its own
satellite, WRESAT.

1996

SA-born astronaut Dr Andy Thomas
conducted his first trip into space.

2011

University of South Australia
started the Southern Hemisphere
Space Studies Program.

2016

State Government created the
South Australian Space Industry Centre.

2018

December 4: Premier Steven Marshall
announces plans to build rocket
launching site at Whalers Way, near
Port Lincoln, to launch satellites over
the Great Australian Bight. It will be called
the Whalers Way Orbital Launch Complex.
Construction is expected to begin next year.
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CDIC’s Plans For 2019
2019 will mark the year that the Centre for Defence Industry Capability (CDIC) moves

“So my role is to galvanise all of that effort in support of Defence, and the CDIC can be

out of its “start-up phase” and consolidates its service, according to Duncan McIntyre,

a vehicle for doing that because our advisers go out and speak to Defence businesses

the Head of AusIndustry - Industry Capability and Research at the Department of

all the time. We need to make sure they can refer those Defence businesses to take

Industry Innovation and Science.

advantage of all of these opportunities.”

“The changes will not be radical because the CDIC has an excellent reputation with

McIntyre said that the CDIC’s main goal was to help Defence with its capabilities and

industry,” said McIntyre.

that Australian jobs and economic growth would occur as a natural consequence of

“We’ve worked out what’s good and we want to do more of that."

this, as well as the Federal government’s renewed commitment to sovereign capability.

McIntyre explained that moving forward the standardisation of the CDIC's most

“The reason I think that’s important to point out is, sometimes people are worried DIIS

valuable services would streamline the CDIC's efficiency and increase its capacity to

has some goal with the CDIC other than building Defence capability,” he said.

assist industry.

“We do not. That wouldn’t make sense. But by assisting Defence industry, the

For example, the CDIC is developing a more efficient and uniform method of

department supports government in its broader industrial goals.”

identifying what relevant services are best suited to benefit the particular business who

Advisers

is seeking assistance.
“Over the next 12 months, we’re expecting to have more materials available for people
to read about how they can get help, and some common topics we find businesses
want assistance with.
“Common topics might be, for example - identifying standards that are necessary to
have in order to do Defence work or completing a quad chart to identify areas where

CDIC advisers and the Supplier Continuous Improvement Program (SCIP) are a core part
of the CDIC and their central role will be retained and strengthened in the future.
“We’ve had consistent feedback that those services are highly valued so we would be
cautious about making any changes.” said McIntyre.
“Business advisers will have additional tools they can offer to businesses so they get the

we can assist or add value.

help they need to work with Defence.

“We’re working on a Defence Business Maturity Framework which will help businesses

“That way, advisers can provide a better service and refer a business to other sources of

identify how ready they are to work with Defence and where they may want to put

support where it is appropriate.”

their internal efforts to improve their company to do better.”

For example, the Defence Business Maturity Framework currently under development

“Business advisers will have
additional tools they can offer to
businesses so they get the help
they need to work with Defence."

is an online tool that will help Defence firms quickly understand where they should

Why DIIS?

Tough Love

It raises the question: why is the Department of Industry, Innovation and Science

While the CDIC supports Australian businesses entering or working in the defence

managing this program, rather than the Department of Defence?

industry, part of the maturing process is its role in advising companies not to pursue

“By sitting within DIIS we can utilise the program delivery and industry expertise that

put their efforts, and also help those advising them to tailor their support. It is also
designed to help primes understand how they can better engage with Australian firms.
“Another example is if advisers identify that a business would benefit from a better
understanding of certain standards they need to achieve to win Defence work, then
our advisers would be able to provide material about how to achieve those standards.
“The same with SCIP, which is very highly rated.
“It’s an international standard program and we will continue to deliver that service in
line with the global standard approach taken.”

defence work.

exists in the department, and collaborate with other industry programs such as the

“If we’re doing [our job] well, that means sometimes it’s tough love,” said McIntyre.

Entrepreneurs’ Programme.

“It’s hard saying ‘Defence is not the right market for you.

“So that’s why government decided to bring it here, to get a better result for Defence

“We don’t want people wasting their time. We do see a lot of this, where firms pour

overall, and we really feel we can do that.

in a lot of their money and time to chase a dream of a particular piece of work with

“We work hand in glove with the Department of Defence.

Defence, only to not win that work.

“I have the good fortune to have in my division many of the government’s broader

“Some of those companies go out of business because they spent so much of their

innovation programs. “

capital chasing an opportunity which, in the end, they didn’t get.

Examples include:

“We want to make sure that firms understand the risks they’re taking on. Then, when

•

The R&D Tax Incentive Program which is claimed by many Defence firms;

•

The Cooperative Research Centre Program, including the Space Environment
Research CRC and the Defence Industry CRC;

they commit to those opportunities, they do so with our advice about their prospects
of success and then our advice about how to maximise those prospects.”
McIntyre brings a wealth of experience to the role and previously provided strategic

•

Sovereign Industrial Capability Grants;

policy advice on data and digital issues to the Prime Minister and the Cabinet.

•

Defence Global Competitiveness Grants;

“The CDIC is something that continually delights me, given that I look after a lot of

•

Capability Improvement Grants; and

other programs. People are rarely on the back-foot about complaining. But almost

•

The Division also liaises with many other industry programs including State and

universally, the companies that have received assistance from the CDIC have absolutely

Territory government programs, the Entrepreneurs’ Programme and Australian

glowing things to say about that service.

Research Council grants that relate to Defence projects.

“We really want to build on the quality service they have been receiving.”
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With $200 billion being invested by government to modernise defence capability,
the CDIC’s task is to work with industry, Defence and state and territory
governments to build a world-class, globally competitive and sustainable Australian
defence industry. Is there scope for government, Defence and industry associations
to expand their collaboration to better support industry?
McIntyre’s answer was a resounding “Yes”.
“We’ve all got quite similar goals. Broadly, I think everybody would say they’re there
to improve Defence capability to keep our soldiers, sailors and air personnel safe and
to maximise our ability to project power, which is a way of keeping Australians safe.
“It’s an easy mission to be really enthusiastic about supporting.
“But sometimes I think that means that each entity tries to do the whole job
themselves. I think the defence industry suffers where that’s the case, because
different parts of the system are better able to support different kinds of capability
improvement. For example, the Defence Teaming Centre (DTC) has a really good
understanding of what’s going on in South Australia, as well as a strategic view of
how that fits into the broader Commonwealth mix.
“It’s refreshing that the DTC doesn’t take a parochial view of SA, but rather a
national view about how to build Defence capability. I think that’s important because
almost all of these projects require stakeholders across the country to work together.
My staff, especially my staff who do work in South Australia, are hooked in to what’s
going on across the country, and also within the Department of Defence.
“So we need to help leverage that so that the DTC can take advantage of our
insight for those other things and we can respect and rely on the DTC’s local
knowledge. And that’s an example of the way we want to work with partners
throughout the system.
“The risk would be that the CDIC tries to do the whole thing, including the local
knowledge thing or that the Defence Teaming Centre assume they have every
ingredient they need from the national mix and try and do the whole thing.”

Duncan McIntyre
CYAN MAGENTA YELLOW BLACK

ATTAR
Advanced Technology Testing and Research

Your specialist independent partner in
Compliance, Consulting and Training.
TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE AUDITING OF SUPPLY CHAINS
NON DESTRUCTIVE TESTING (NDT) LEVEL 3 SUPPORT
NDT TRAINING
REMOTE AND IN SITU TESTING OF ASSETS
TECHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC WRITING TRAINING

www.attar.com.au
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100TH ANNIVERSARY

The Epic Flight That Changed
The World
By Lainie Anderson, Epic Flight Centenary Ambassador
In 1919, South Australian brothers Ross and Keith Smith accomplished one of the
world’s greatest aviation feats, making the first flight across the world from England to
Australia over 28 days. In the centenary year, South Australia will celebrate the men,
their epic flight and the historic plane that got them home – the Vickers Vimy bomber
that can still be seen today at the Adelaide Airport in South Australia.

February - April 2019 Defence Business

“Sir Ross and Sir Keith were
Australians of outstanding
ability and courage. Their
epic flight from England to
Australia was extraordinary
given the scarcity of
airfields in 1919, and paved the way for the
modern air travel we all enjoy today.”
Sir Angus Houston, Epic Flight Centenary Patron

“It was a great honour
for me to carry the pilot
‘wings’, worn by Ross and
Keith Smith, into space on
the shuttle Endeavour in
1996, and it is an honour to
be involved in this Centenary of Epic Flight
in South Australia in 2019."
Andy Thomas, Epic Flight Centenary Patron
Sir Ross Smith (left) and Sir Keith Smith (right), State Library of SA.

The Great Air Race
Australian Prime Minister Billy Hughes was flying between England and Paris for
the peace conference when he came up with the idea of a Great Air Race. Seizing
on the potential of aviation to unite the empire and inspire his young nation after a
devastating war, he offered £10,000 for the first Australians to fly home in a Britishbuilt plane in under 30 days. It was an audacious plan. Despite technological advances
during the war, aircraft were rudimentary, fashioned from wood, wire and fabric with
open cockpits and only basic navigation. Crews would often be forced to land on short
racetracks and jungle clearings.
Six Australian crews took up the challenge, and four were led by South Australian
men who’d proven their skill and daring on the ground and in the air in WWI. Two
crews perished and two others crashed out. French pilot Etienne Poulet also took off
from Paris, determined to be the first to Australia.

The Legacy
The legacy of Sir Ross and Sir Keith Smith cannot be underestimated.
The epic flight highlighted that a ‘Kangaroo Route’ between England and Australia
would one day be possible. It inspired endurance flights around Australia and the
South Pacific which reinforced that aircraft could overcome the tyranny of distance in
the southern hemisphere. It also illustrated the need for a Royal Australian Air Force,
which was established 15 months later in 1921. The clearing of airfields from Darwin
to Brisbane led to the creation of Qantas in 1920.
In South Australia, the Smith brothers’ triumph helped forge an entrepreneurial
mindset in aviation and defence that continues to this day. In the 1950s and ’60s,
South Australia was at the forefront of air and space research with development of

Only one aircraft reached Australia in the required 30 days. Departing Hounslow,
England, on 12 November 1919, the Vickers Vimy survived snowstorms, torrential rain
and howling gales. In Cairo, chewing gum was used to repair a cracked induction pipe.
Near Baghdad, 50 men held the plane down in an overnight sandstorm. In Surabaya,
villagers sacrificed the woven bamboo walls from their homes to lay a 300-yard runway
over mudflats. On 10 December 1919, the crew landed in Darwin to a heroes’ welcome.

the Woomera Test Range (the largest land test range in the world).

The Vickers Vimy Crew

International experts believe the 1919 epic flight was as awe-inspiring in its day as

Ross Smith and his brother Keith were raised in outback South Australia, on the vast
sheep station of Mutooroo near the NSW border. They learned to hunt, ride and read
the bush – skills that would prove invaluable in the war and in the air.
Ross signed up with the Light Horse in 1914 and transferred to the fledgling Australian
Flying Corps in Egypt in 1916.
By war’s end he was an air ace, one of Australia’s most decorated airmen and had
served as pilot to Lawrence of Arabia. Keith travelled to London and joined the Royal
Flying Corps, serving primarily as an instructor. The war introduced Ross to two skilled
air mechanics in Jim Bennett (Vic) and Wally Shiers (SA). Both men worked on a range
of military aircraft – the perfect training for work on the 22m Vickers Vimy bomber and
its twin 360hp Rolls-Royce Eagle VIII engines.

Over the last 30 years we’ve been at the forefront of development and operations of
over-the-horizon radar, and in November 2018 Adelaide was announced as home to
the first Australian Space Agency.

The Epic Flight Centenary
man landing on the moon 50 years later. In 2019, South Australia will celebrate the
pioneering feat to inspire a new generation.
Under the auspice of the History Trust of South Australia, a centenary program will be
presented by state and local government, cultural institutions, veterans’ organisations,
RAAF and the South Australian Aviation Museum.
Exhibitions, air shows and events are planned, while another main goal is to engage
and inspire students with a comprehensive education program (aligned to the national
curriculum across all age levels from history to STEM) and a schools competition.
The Epic Flight Centenary 2019 Committee is grateful for the support of partners
including the Sir Ross & Sir Keith Smith Fund, News Corp Australia, Nova Systems,
Defence Teaming Centre and Adelaide Airport Ltd.
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Highlights of South Australia’s
Epic Flight Centenary
celebrations will include:
Development of an online self-drive Epic
Flight Centenary Trail, identifying significant
locations across Adelaide and SA.

The 2019 Edinburgh Airshow, themed
‘From Vimy to 5th Generation’, Nov 9-10.

Pop-up display to celebrate the centenary
across suburban and regional libraries.

A huge Vickers Vimy mural painted across
the South Australian Aviation Museum.

A Vickers Vimy Open Day
at Adelaide Airport.

State Library of South Australia major
exhibition of historic artefacts and
memorabilia (Nov-Mar).

Top Image: A crowd greeting the arrival of the Smith brothers in their aircraft at Northfield after their historic flight from England. Bottom Image: A posed photograph of a Vickers Vimy, with Ross and Keith Smith,
Jim Bennett and Wally Shiers. Images from the State Library of SA.
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Great Initiative, Great Rewards
AFL’s Asset remediation team completing cementitious repairs, jointing, and corrosion protection
on road and rail bridges.

By Robert Laidlaw

AFL Services has taken a novel approach to filling a void in its staffing needs, while
championing disadvantaged youth. With a need in the market for qualified staff, the
asset remediation company struggled to attract suitable employees. Yet it saw an
opportunity to take part in a local initiative that gave opportunities to disadvantaged
youth, especially in the northern area.
“There have been unemployment issues in the Playford region. With its Mayor Glen
Docherty starting some initiatives, AFL Services have aided these initiatives since the
closing of Holden,” said General Manager Adam Levi.
“Part of our success in improving our staffing levels has been about old fashioned
morals and core values, combined with new generation strategies.
“We held a seminar to help develop workforce actions, which involved building a
workforce strategy, implementation of the plan and incorporating any follow up action.

AFL Services ridding Birkenhead Bridge of its harmful lead coating.

The seminar included representatives from the CDIC, ICN, DIS, DTC, AIDN-SA, YOUR
TOWN and the Department Jobs/Small Business.
“They brought a breadth of industry, defence and workforce expertise to support
AFL Services. We identified how we would solve the problem based on the needs
of industry,” he said.
Employee numbers at the company have grown from under 20 five years ago to over
50 today, with growth potential possibly doubling to 100 by next year. Of the new
positions, 14 have been filled by disadvantaged youth who “needed a break”.

Transition
AFL Services started in auto fleet logistics, and has progressed into working with
automotive vehicles and defence componentry.
Its work now includes bridge assets, major remediation, and other specialised areas
including metal fabrication, painting, roof restoration, structural steel erection,
concrete construction, floor finishing and construction waterproofing.

"Part of our success in
improving our staffing
levels has been about old
fashioned morals and core
values, combined with new
generation strategies."

Some of AFL Services' major projects include the Victoria Square fountain, Birkenhead
and Gawler bridges, and even the ‘sky walk’ at Adelaide Oval.
“We are the big asset remediation company, with branches in Victoria and Queensland,
as well as two hubs in South Australia, at Dry Creek and Elizabeth South,” Mr Levi said.
In 2012, its main areas were defence (75%), government (11%) and building (14%),
while last year those areas were broadened to defence (16%), government (16%),
infrastructure (31%), utilities (10%), building (12%) and engineering (15%).
“Our revenues are up, almost doubling over the past few years to around $4m in
2018, and a projection of over $9m by 2020,” he said.
“Our focus areas are employment, business growth, technology, licensing and expansion.
“As for our training initiatives, although there has been some drop out, our success
rate is good, with 68% of those who have completed the training still working for
AFL Services.”

Mr Levi started with the company 11 years ago, initially as an estimator, then
Operations Manager, and now is the General Manager. His highlights have been
the Adelaide Oval roof and the Victoria Square fountain, followed closely by the
Birkenhead bridge. No job is to big or too small. The company has worked on a tank
as big as a football field – converting it from heavily rusted to near new – as well as
removing built up ink from the tiny nodules of a digital printer.
Every job includes a proper assessment of the task at hand. The crucial question is
not only how to clean the surface, but also understanding why the surface became
contaminated in the first place and how it can be prevented in the future.
Services include environmental protection, water asset protection, passive fire
protection, specialty protective coatings, concrete repairs structural – decorative,
heritage restoration of various substrates, and PCCP accredited lead paint removal.

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION CENTRE, SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

PACIFIC 2019 is Australia’s global maritime business
event attracting senior merchant marine, shore services,
maritime and defence industry, military and
government decision-makers from around the world.
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DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER

To Do Or Not To Do That Is The Urgent And
Important Question

(Left) September 24, 1957 - Eisenhower has a special broadcast on the Little Rock situation. (Right) June 7, 1944 - Dwight D.
Eisenhower observes air activity from the deck of a warship in the English Channel off the French coast. IKE Eisenhower Foundation.

By David Pender and Alan W. Boal

Background
As Commander-in-Chief of the Allied forces in World War II, Dwight D. Eisenhower
planned the D-day invasion of Europe – the beginning of the end of the war in Europe.
Later, he served two terms as President of the United States.

Key Idea – From Useless To Useful
In service to his country at war and at peace, his unusual and widely admired
capacity to work smarter and achieve more was enhanced with a map known as
The Eisenhower Matrix. Every enterprise with a mission requires a map.

NOT
IMPORTANT

IMPORTANT

URGENT

NOT URGENT

DO

DECIDE

PRIORITY 1

PRIORITY 2

DELEGATE

DELETE

PRIORITY 3

PRIORITY 4

Imagine your company requires a plan to address the “vital few versus the significant
many” projects and tasks required for you to master your mission critical objectives
for a thriving future. What Eisenhower learned is common sense but not common
practice. Simply that, “The most urgent decisions are rarely the most important ones.”
Strategic thinking, effective decision making, and efficient task management require
leaders to strike a balance between the important and urgent; and the difference
between short and long term goals. The map can be used for projects, big and small,
and tasks connected to the projects.

“In preparing for battle, I
have always found that plans
are useless, but planning is
indispensable.” Dwight D. Eisenhower
Now What?
As the Australian defence manufacturing sector emerges from the “valley of death,”
we can think about our past, present and future activities with The Eisenhower Matrix
terms. With an environment both difficult and demanding, during the past and in
many cases, the present; the emphasis has often been on “survival” and dealing
with urgent activities. With the Australian Government letting head contracts for SEA
1000, SEA 1180, SEA 5000 and LAND 400, opportunities arise for Australian defence
industry SMEs to address strategic thinking and planning issues that may not be
urgent, but are important, and essential. Here are five examples of what you might DO
first, and perhaps DO together. They are not urgent, but important on our climb to the
top of the next “mountain of opportunity”.
Readiness. Is your company “defence contract ready”? Do you have the systems,
certifications, scale and scope, security, competencies, capabilities and capacity to bid
for contracts?
Adapt to Change. Do you have a “pathway in progress” that will allow you to
participate in an Industry 4.0 environment? Will you be able to participate in the
“digital shipyard” of the future?
Artificial Intelligence (AI). Recently, Accenture reported that two thirds of global
defence and aerospace companies will invest in AI initiatives next year (mainly
production, security and R&D initiatives). By 2021, 80% of their respondents expect
every human in their workforce will be affected by AI every day. Will your company be
ready for AI driven changes?

Experienced painting
contractor. Offices, commercial,
high rise and residential.
Contact Dieter Kosiol
T 08 8270 3639
M 0408 899 922
E kpd@internode.on.net
www.kosiol.com.au
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“In a truly collaborative
environment, each SME can get
the full benefit of collaborative
expenditures without diminishing
the value available to others.”

June 5, 1944 - Dwight D. Eisenhower speaks with paratroopers of the 101st Airborne Division just before they
board their planes to participate in the first assault of the Normandy invasion. IKE Eisenhower Foundation.

Capital Investments. Have you thought through the likely levels of capital needed to
be “contract ready” in the new environment? What would be essential just to “get a
ticket to the game”? What if you want to “play in the game”? Have you explored this
with your professional advisers?
Essential Skills. Are you and your employees on track to acquire the skills needed
to provide the base load of your company’s competencies, capabilities and capacity?
Is there a plan to develop the “deep smarts” required for success in this new
environment? None of these five issues are urgent – they don’t have to be addressed
or accomplished tomorrow. They are important “to do or not to do decisions”. The
risk is obvious; leave them alone for too long and they will become urgent. The reward
is obvious; with enough lead time, address them with an active planning process so
lower cost options emerge. Ignoring them is not an option.

The Important Role For Collaboration – First Things
First Framework
At recent DTC collaboration workshops, the first opportunity that came to mind for
most participants was to acquire more new business through joint bidding (either
through combined scale or combined scope).

“The older I get, the more wisdom
I find in the ancient rule of taking
first things first.” Dwight D. Eisenhower
Concluding Thoughts – To Do Or Not To Do The Planning
With lessons learned from Eisenhower and others, the “mountain of opportunity”
ahead requires a clear mission for every enterprise, and a practical, proven map to
guide our collaboration on the journey ahead. Along the way, we will again realise
the value of the planning and not the plan.
As Eisenhower taught us, “plans are nothing; planning is everything.”

Computing Solutions for
Tough Conditions
An innovative leader, designer & manufacturer of MIL- SPEC
and GVA compliant rugged computing solutions for global
defence customers.

Consider the five challenges listed above – defence contract ready, Industry 4.0, new
working environment, capital investment, and investment in employees. One approach
SMEs could take would be to invest in these areas by themselves. Let’s say $10,000 on
each of the five issues. With this total spend of $50,000, each SME would achieve a
separate value return or ROI. This would be a logical “Do this on our own” strategy.
Consider a very different approach, even a little radical to some – a “Do it together”
strategy. Imagine a group of five SMEs decide to work together on these five issues
and work on them in a truly collaborative way. Sure they would have to spend time
getting to know each other, each other’s’ motives, building trust and finding the best
way(s) of working together.
In this scenario, each SME commits $10,000, but with a collaborative advantage.
Still a total spend of $50,000 but this time spread over the five SMEs. The five small
projects still get completed and the $50,000 value is still created. Each of the SMEs has
leveraged their investment and benefits from the total spend. Sure there will be some
“friction” costs, but that’s life. The approach could be scaled with each of the SMEs
still committing their original $50,000, but now generating $250,000 in value.
And, without diminishing what is available to others, each SME and the other four
SMEs get the full benefit of their “leveraged spend”.
The value of collaboration. Together, the five SMEs would lower their entry price to
climb “the mountain of opportunity” for themselves and our industry. There are many
ways of establishing these collaborative environments. You could use ISO 44001 as a
guide. Meeting the Standard will make you think through the critical issues. Assistance
with that Standard is available on a collaborative basis. The first step is to make an
important, but not urgent, commitment to a strategy and direction.

Image courtesy of BAE Systems Australia: Two NTP ANT Consoles installed with APC displays.

MIL-SPEC/GVA Compliant Solutions » Mission Systems » Thin Clients »
» Displays » Panel PCs » Consoles » Sensor Fusion Systems »
» Quality of Life Systems » Rackmounts » UPSs » Trackballs & Keyboards »
» Communication Systems » Cabinets » Sustainment Services »
Visit us
@ AVALON
Stand 3G24

www.apctechnology.com.au
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Successful Culmination To DTC’s
Teaming Program For 2018

The DTC’s 2018 Teaming Program culminated at the BAE Systems Hunter Class &

The 2018 Teaming Program was a natural extension to the SVA activities and focussed

Global Access Program event on 3 December 2018, with a workshop titled “Teaming:

on the needs of Defence and industry.

Achieving more together” attended by more than 150 people. Primes, OEMs and SMEs

So what did the Teaming Program deliver in 2018?

all had a great interest.
At the end of that workshop, participants provided important feedback on how

Introductory Workshop

teaming would reduce contracting risk, not just for BAE Systems (BAE) and OEMs but

May 2018. In partnership with Knowledge Perspectives and Nova Systems, the DTC ran

for the SMEs themselves. Addressing contacting risk for BAE and OEMs is obviously

half-day pilot workshops titled ‘Achieving more together - a deep dive into inter-firm

important if SMEs want to capture a decent part of the Hunter Class Frigate project.

collaboration’. The workshops were delivered to approximately 40 senior executives to

Reducing SME risk is an added bonus.

introduce the concept of collaboration and why companies may wish to consider it as
a way to grow their business and better take advantage of the Federal Government’s

Of course, teaming is not new for the DTC. The DTC administered the Specialist
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$200b
A M investment in Defence procurement over the next decade. Feedback on the
workshops was extremely favourable with participants reporting:
•

97% were more open to collaborative teaming with other small companies,

•

86% were more open to collaborative teaming with defence industry Primes,

•

85% were more open to collaborative teaming with larger companies, and

•

81% were more open to collaborative teaming with competitors.

Independent Research
June 2018. DTC engaged Rapid Context, an independent research organisation to
conduct extensive research to better understand how Australian defence industry SMEs
can use collaborative teaming to become a more competitive and attractive proposition
to their customers – in particular to Defence and Prime defence contractors.
Interviews were conducted with an array of senior representatives from Prime defence
contractors, defence industry SMEs and Australian and New Zealand Government
organisations.
The findings of this research identified a number of opportunities, challenges and
needs in relation to how the DTC can best support collaboration and teaming in the
Australian defence industry context. These findings were used to inform the DTC’s
Teaming Program design and will be presented at the Australian Defence Alliance
SME Summit in March 2019.

ISO 44001: Collaborative Business Relationship
Management Systems Introductory Webinar
August 2018. After introducing the concept of ISO 44001 in its half-day pilot
workshops a few months earlier, in partnership with Knowledge Perspectives, the DTC
ran its inaugural webinar as an introduction to the international standard and how it
• Quality Certification ISO-9001, ISO-13485,
ISO-14001, SAEJ-1739

can be used to improve the likelihood of success of any collaboration. The 90-minute
webinar was well attended, with over 35 participants from across the country tuning in
to learn about the standard and how it can be applied.

Teaming In Practice
The DTC facilitated three teaming arrangements in 2018. As previously reported
Dematec Automation and Smart Fabrication had signed a MoU as a result of the
pilot workshop they had attended earlier in the year. A key objective was for the
two companies to collaborate around their respective capabilities to provide turnkey
enabling infrastructure solutions to the defence shipbuilding sector. With DTCs

(08) 8401 9800

support, the two companies worked through a Joint Tender Agreement to jointly
bid on a multi-phase opportunity in defence infrastructure with a Tier 1 constructor.
A huge testament to the two companies, their leadership and their joint-capability
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Participants of the “Teaming: Achieving more together” workshop, including Tony Martin, Industrialisation Capability Manager, BAE Systems Australia, deep in thought as they study workshop handout material.

offering, in January 2019 the team was notified that their bid for the design phase
of this project was successful. “There’s no way we could have won this on our
own. It’s through the coming together of our two companies that we were able to
offer a true turn-key solution, and this was very attractive to our client” said Simon
Kennedy, Managing Director of Smart Fabrication. The two companies are very excited
about continuing to work together in 2019 and beyond to jointly capture further
opportunities in the Defence sector.

Australian Industry Valve Alliance (AIVA)
With the support of the CDIC, November 2018 saw five competing Australian valve
suppliers/manufacturers come together to explore how they might work together to
bid on the BAE Systems Hunter Class Frigate program. These five companies had been
fierce competitors for many years. The guiding premise was that alone, none of them
would be successful in outbidding BAE’s European supply chain for marine valves, but
together they had a much better chance. No guarantees – just a better chance.
Facilitated by David Pender, Principal of Knowledge Perspectives, and Emilio De
Stefano, Alliance Facilitator with DTC, representatives of the five companies spent a
full day together in a tailored workshop that was also attended by a representative
of BAE Systems Australia. BAE kicked off with an in depth look at their supply chain
requirements. Then the five company representatives spent the morning breaking

down those trust barriers that exist between competitors and the afternoon working
through just what an alliance might look like.
The five participants found that, with help, they could overcome their concerns about
working together and that they gained a much clearer understanding of their history,
competencies, capabilities and capacities. To their surprise, they discovered that their
competitive overlaps were not nearly as extensive as they had originally believed. They
were introduced to the principles of ISO 44001: Collaborative Business Relationship
Management Systems as a framework for thinking.
Working together, they transformed their individual value offerings by building a “value
stack” that delved into their outputs, activities, tangible and intangible resources,
the workforce profile, and certifications to establish joint features, competencies and
capabilities. Collectively, they discovered that, between them, they had been involved in
every Australian naval project over the last 40 years.
As a result of the workshop, the five companies found that they developed a much
better understanding of BAE’s outlook and goals, but most importantly the potential
rewards of working together and how they could collaborate for the SEA 5000 project
as well on other opportunities. The progress plan was a natural outcome. From BAE’s
point of view, they developed an appreciation of the level of deep expertise available
within the segment and the benefits of a collaborative approach to solving complex
challenges. A great first step.

AViat Global is opening the world of Aircraft Maintenance,
Painting and Refinishing

Contact Glen Brabant
0419 479 209
glen@aviat.com.au
Located at Hangar 4,
Avalon Airport
www.aviat.com.au

Please Visit Us at the Avalon Airshow 2019, Stand 1P11
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the workshop to ensure maximum engagement from attendees and best instil the key
learnings on the topic. Feedback received from the workshop indicated that for many,
the concepts delivered got them thinking about teaming in a different way; a concept
that should be given serious consideration during an organisation’s strategic planning
process. The receptors had been activated.

Risks Introduced During Teaming
There is still a perception that, although teaming can reduce contracting risk, it can
also introduce new risks which some commercial and procurement departments
(L-R) David Hart (CEO, Dematec Group), Mark Stevens (Director of Finance, Marketing & Governance,
Dematec Group) and Simon Kennedy (MD, Smart Fabrication) .

Not stopping there, the five representatives moved on to develop the first cut of a joint
quad chart that could be used as a promotional tool for supply chain presentations.

are hesitant to accept. Given the ad-hoc nature in which teaming arrangements are
traditionally developed, this is understandable and another reason why international
standards such as ISO 44001 are an important consideration for any company looking
to collaborate with another.

With the support of the DTC and Knowledge Perspectives, the value stack and quad

What’s In Store For 2019?

chart outputs were further refined over the next couple of weeks and the Australian

In short – program accessibility and depth. In 2018, many aspects of the Teaming

Industry Valve Alliance (AIVA) was born. These materials formed the basis for AIVA to

Program were piloted amongst small groups of the membership. The focus was on

pitch to BAE on 4 December 2018 at the BAE Systems Hunter Class & Global Access

introductory concepts, the ‘why’ behind teaming, and based on research findings and

Program event. BAE is now considering AIVA’s offer. If successful, this could be a

feedback received from workshop participants, tweaks were made that resulted in

huge win for sovereign industrial capability, Australia’s continuous naval shipbuilding

further refined program offerings. 2019 will see the DTC rolling out these workshops

program and Australian industry, whereby there’s also potential to export such

more broadly and developing a deeper level program and associated teaming toolset

capability to markets in the Asia Pacific region.

which addresses the ‘how’ behind teaming for those who are ready to take the next

The BAE Hunter Class And Global Access Program Event

step and enter into a formal teaming arrangement. Significant effort will also be
invested to address the risks (both real and perceived) that new teaming arrangements

TThe program delivered at the BAE event was an introductory style workshop on

can introduce. The objective here is twofold – firstly to reduce the risk associated with

teaming attended by more than 150 people. Held at the Adelaide Convention Centre

any new teaming arrangement and thus increase its likelihood of success, and secondly

in one of its largest halls, it was the challenging ‘stand-up’ style environment that made

to address the concerns of professional commercial and procurement personnel who

the workshop all the more exciting. Significant attendee interaction was designed into

perceive teaming arrangements as too risky. Here’s to a collaborative year ahead!

DTC Members Leading the Way
DTC members are demonstrating true national leadership according to a number of
key indicators in a revealing 2018 defence industry survey.
Customs Agency Services (CAS), Rheinmetall Defence Australia, Saab Australia,
Boeing Defence Australia, Northrop Grumman Australia, Nova Systems, Thales
Australia Limited, BAE Systems Australia and CEA Technologies all feature in the latest
Australian Defence Magazine (ADM) survey.
CAS and Rheinmetall appear for the first time on the industry lists, which use data
including turnover, workforce, Australian Industry Capability (AIC), Research and
Development and Exports.
Impressively, CAS features in four of the tables:
•

Workforce - Ranked 4th across Australia with 57% of workforce being female

•

Top 20 SMEs – Listed 22nd

•

Top 40 AIC; R&D + Exports – Listed 22nd

•

Recognised as an ‘Up and Coming’ new Defence related Company

CAS is an Adelaide-owned and operated Global Logistics Company offering
international and domestic logistic solutions to companies seeking flexible, affordable
and reliable delivery options into or outside Australia.
Rheinmetall, unsurprisingly a key CAS customer, also debuted in the Top 40 Defence
Companies list coming in at number 9 with turnover of $550 million. Rheinmetall has
been slowly building from its Land 121 3B foundation through to the Land 400 Phase
2 contract award in 2018.
Other DTC members featuring in the ‘Workforce Diversity’ category include Saab
Australia, Boeing Defence Australia, Northrop Grumman Australia, Nova Systems,
Thales Australia Limited, BAE Systems Australia and CEA Technologies.
Each company is steadily building diversity across its workforce with females now
making up more than 20% of their employee base.
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Intertek Wins Steel Testing For Subs

Acacia Systems' Strategic Agreement The Kemp Group's New Division

Intertek, a leading Total Quality Assurance provider to
industries worldwide, has been awarded a contract
for steel testing services for the Australian Future
Submarine Program. It has signed one of the first
total quality assurance contracts with Naval Group,
a European leader in naval defence. Intertek will
partner with Naval Group during the procurement of
locally manufactured steel for the Australian Future
Submarine Program, and conduct materials testing to
not only validate quality but also ensure adherence to
construction requirements.

A new 10-year agreement will see Adelaide-based
Acacia Systems continue to develop advanced mission
management systems for Cobham Special Mission
aircraft. Most recently, Acacia Systems supplied and
installed state-of-the-art mission management systems
on the four search-and-rescue Challenger-604 aircraft
that Cobham modified, integrated and now operate
on behalf of the Australian Maritime Safety Authority
(AMSA) under a 12-year $640 million contract.

Win For Naval Ship Management
AWS and University of Adelaide:
New Engineering Course
AWS is running an engineering course in partnership
with the University of Adelaide. This partnership has
been ongoing for many years, with AWS providing
assistance for technical research and guidance for
students. The summer school course, Topics in Welded
Structures, may have a dry title but it offers engineering
students the unique opportunity to learn about the
complex science of welding and put it into practice.

Business France
The French Embassy Trade Commission, named
Business France, is organising its second Maritime
Connection Days, a trade mission for French
companies in the maritime industry looking to expand
their business to Australia. It will take place over a
10-month period, with some coaching and training
in France as well as up to 2 weeks in Australia in late
September and early October 2019.

The Road Home: ANZAC
Cocktail Party

Naval Ship Management (NSM), a joint venture
between Babcock and UGL, was awarded the support
and sustainment program for two Landing Helicopter
Docks (LHDs) at the Garden Island Defence Precinct
in NSW. An initial six-month phase-in period is
now underway, with the programme scheduled to
commence from 1 July 2019. Sustaining Australian
industry and building local capability, was a key point
of difference in the NSM bid.

REDARC Announce New Role
REDARC Electronics has
appointed Peter Serdar
to the newly created role
of Defence Operations
Manager. He comes to
REDARC with a wealth of
experience in the defence
industry, having served 30
years in manufacturing
products for air, sea and
land platforms for both Australian and global markets.
Peter will be responsible for the delivery of REDARC
Defence Projects and be supported by Mike Hartas,
Defence Account Manager, and Engineering Manager
and Defence Liaison Dr. David Murfett and the REDARC
Defence Project Team.
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The Kemp Group, located in Largs North, has launched
a new business within its group: Kemp Propulsion
Systems. Headed by General Manager Chris Field,
the company has recently been appointed as the new
seals and bearings distributer for Wartsila. The Kemp
Group has been providing services to both Defence and
industry for 20 years, including aluminium dynamics for
router cutting, machining, general engineering, ocean
tech for ship design, calibre boats for boat building and
general fabrication, and Hypac deck equipment.

Grant Success
A team of researchers from the University of South
Australia, the University of Adelaide, Defence Science
and Technology and The Road Home has been awarded
a grant from the Defence Innovation Partnership
Collaborative Research Fund for 2019. The project, to
be led by Dr Leanne Glenny of UniSA, will investigate
and develop mechanisms for identifying combat-related
stigma through the language of a deployed Australian
military population. Risk factors and indicators of issues
such as radicalisation, post-traumatic stress, anxiety and
depression will also be studied.

BMT's Fleet Management Course
BMT and Australia’s Asset Institute are introducing
a new course, Introduction to Fleet Life Cycle
Management. The course aims to tackle some of the
maritime defence sector’s most complex challenges.
The course will introduce participants to asset
management and explain how internationally
recognised methods, practices and principles can
be applied to acquisition, sustainment and maritime
operations across the capability life cycle.
The course will be held in Canberra from 18-22
February and Perth from 1-5 May 2019.

United Fasteners Appoint New Director
Award Winner: City of Adelaide
Attendees of the 2018 ANZAC Commemorative Cocktail Party.

Save the Date: 2019 ANZAC Commemorative Cocktail
Party. You can join The Road Home at its annual cocktail
party commemorating ANZAC Day on Saturday 27
April at Adelaide Oval. The night is a wonderful way to
commemorate Australia’s national day of remembrance
and recognise those who fought for the country’s
freedom, remembering the sacrifices made by veterans
and their families in times of war. The event also raises
vital funds to support their health and wellbeing. To
reserve your ticket, email events@theroadhome.com.au.

The City of Adelaide was the recipient of two top
awards in the 2018 Australia and New Zealand Smart
Cities Awards. The first was Best Digital Services for
its Economic Insights Dashboard, which was described
by the judges as a “powerful platform for citizen
engagement” by providing free access to key city
data to enable informed decision-making. The
second was Australia’s Smart ‘Leadership City’
Award for its transformational Ten Gigabit Adelaide
network, a revolutionary 10Gbps fibre optic network
for city businesses.

Warren Levin has been appointed Director, Defence
Business at United Fasteners. He has a dual Defence and
defence industry career spanning 40 years.
United Fasteners is a family owned and operated
Australian company that has been supplying industry
since the 1940s.
It employs three qualified engineers, has 10 branches
nationally and is Australia's largest independent
distributor of fasteners and industrial supplies. The
company has supplier agreements with ASC and NoskeKaeser Marine to provide products for the new Offshore
Patrol Vessels project.
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Improved Studies Pathway For Young Veterans
Younger Australian Defence Forces veterans will receive improved support to embark
on tertiary studies pathways as the result of Flinders University receiving a $170,000
Supporting Younger Veterans grant from the Department of Veterans Affairs.
The grant – announced by Minister for Veterans’ Affairs, Darren Chester, during a
visit to Flinders University - will provide funding for a project officer to run a support
program and establish a peer group that can provide relevant transition, study and
lifestyle support for younger veterans wanting to embark on study programs, with
access to expertise in PTSD, mental health and drug and alcohol support.
Flinders University’s Associate Professor Ben Wadham, working in concert with the
William Kibby VC Shed located in Glenelg North, will also research both the blockers
and enablers for younger veterans to enter tertiary study, to help develop improved
pathways to tertiary study for transitioning veterans that can be applied nationally.
Associate Professor Wadham will drive this initiative with the benefit of personal experience
and insight. He served in Australia’s regular army from 1987-1992, in the infantry then
military police, before commencing university studies, and is now a sociologist working in
Flinders University’s College of Education, Psychology and Social Work.
"When it’s time for a veteran to separate from the military, it is a profound time of

Signing the Supporting Younger Veterans grant at Flinders University.

change,” he said. "While many make a smooth transition into civilian life, a significant
number of veterans experience difficulties in employment, education, health, social

“This involves changing the ways we identify veterans at university, how we support their

and relationship issues. Higher education is a great pathway for some veterans to

study needs in the contexts of their wider lives, and how we recognise things like prior

find meaningful employment. The learning process is empowering, giving veterans

learning – making military learning articulate with university learning. The project will

confidence, knowledge and tools to realise their own aspirations. Veterans often

provide the impetus to begin that cultural change,” said Associate Professor Wadham.

want to give back to the community and research at Flinders can help that facilitate

Kane Hunt, who is studying Psychological Science at Flinders University, spent five years

this. Therapists with military experience, in particular, have the advantage of shared
experiences with veteran clients.”

in B Squadron 3rd/4th Cavalry Regiment, including a tour of duty in Afghanistan as
part of Mentoring Taskforce 3, before discharging of his own free will. During his time

Currently there are approximately 59,000 continuous full-time Australian Defence
Forces personnel, of which, around 9000 (15%) are women. In 2012, the number
of personnel who had served overseas in a war or war-like zone since 1999 was
approximately 50,000; this number is now approaching the number of Australian
veterans who served in Vietnam between 1962 and 1972.
The new study support program will feature a “Why University Studies?” symposia
at the William Kibby VC Veterans Shed, held in conjunction with Flinders University’s
College of Education, Psychology and Social Work. Veterans interested in pursuing
applications to University will be supported through this process. The project will also
identify veterans currently undertaking tertiary studies at Flinders University with a view

in Afghanistan, he narrowly escaped serious injury when the Bushmaster vehicle he
was travelling in was blown up by an IED. Following a difficult transition back to civilian
life in 2012, and a diagnosis of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, Kane received valuable
support from the Veterans and Veteran Families Counselling Service to pursue his aim
of further education. In 2015, the former trooper recorded a top score in the Special
Tertiary Admissions Test - despite not having finished high school. This allowed him to
join Flinders’ innovative Foundation Studies program, which prepares students without
previous qualifications for university. While he continues his studies, Kane is also
working as a Veteran Support Officer for RSL Care SA.

to establishing a Veterans@Uni peer group. Flinders University’s College of Education,

“The values that the army ingrained in me as a soldier – like hard work, initiative

Psychology and Social Work has expertise in PTSD, mental health, family issues, and

and teamwork, all kicked in when I started studying at university and gave me an

drug and alcohol support, and can contribute to this group by providing relevant

advantage,” said Kane. “I ultimately want to work with veterans and help, in some

transition, study and lifestyle support.

way, those guys who are facing the same issues after leaving the forces that I did.”

IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU AND YOUR MOVE TO ADELAIDE!
We take the headache out of relocating.
Less settling in stress allows you to get on with your work.

We offer orientation to Adelaide, home and schools search,
and settling-in support - you choose.

Our record: 21 years of successful relocations for executives and
CEOs. Highly recommended by past and present clients.
We use our knowledge, connections and expertise to ensure the
best outcomes for making Adelaide your home.
We know Adelaide.

Talk to us: 0418 855 758 | Email: info@adelaiderelocations.com.au
Find out more www.adelaiderelocations.com.au
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“The values that the army ingrained
in me as a soldier – like hard work,
initiative and teamwork, all kicked in
when I started studying at university
and gave me an advantage.”

Bullet casings accumulate during a shooting competition at Taji Military Complex, Iraq.

Image: Australian DoD

WE UNDERSTAND AND DELIVER ON CAPABILITY, COST, SCHEDULE AND RISK

Customs Agency Services Pty Ltd.
GLOBAL LOGISTICS
Customs Agency Services (CAS) has worked closely with the Australian Defence and Aerospace industries since 1976.
We have successfully imported and exported billions of dollars worth of Defence and Aerospace products, on time and on budget.
As Australia’s most awarded freight forwarder, you can rest assured CAS are well equipped to support your global logistics requirements.

VISIT US AT

26 FEB - 3 MARCH
STAND 3G24, HALL 3

• 100% Australian owned and operated SME
• ITAR and EAR compliant and aware
• Awarded as both ‘AUSTRALIA’S BEST INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT
FORWARDER’ and ‘BEST CUSTOMS BROKERAGE COMPANY’ by
Lloyd’s of London’s Australian subsidiary

Land. Air. Sea. Space.
Call us today. Phone: 08 8354 2221 Email: cassales@caspl.com.au

www.caspl.com.au

Established in 1976
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The Defence Teaming Centre's 2019
Damian Adlington
Damian completed a boiler making apprenticeship
with ISCO where he developed a passion for industry
innovation and customer service. He managed his first
small engineering company at the age of 21. His studies
and qualifications include Master builder commercial
industrial, Mechanical engineering pipe design. In 2002,

engineers) and is responsible for their development in

he spent two years working overseas for toolrooms

the defence sector. Having roles as Product Manager,

and engineering companies, before establishing,

Marketing Director and Chief Operating Officer, his area

owning, operating and then selling his own precision

of expertise is in strategic marketing and engineering

tooling company. Fred started with Axiom Precision

management. Sean was elected to the DTC Board in

Manufacturing (then Diemould Tooling) in 1997 as the

November 2018.

procurement and sub-contracts manager before moving
to an assistant operations manager. Transferring to the

at the age of 28 he founded Adlingtons Australia, a

Michael Hartas

leading specialist mechanical piping, industrial plumbing

Mike joined REDARC in October 2017, and as the

and process equipment installation solution provider.

Defence Account Manager he has been responsible

Damian was appointed to the Board in October 2014.

for managing REDARC’s growing defence business. A
defence professional, he was an Army officer for over

Tim Dore
Tim Dore joined Cobham Aviation Services Australia
(then National Jet Services) in 1996 as a Licensed Aircraft
Maintenance Engineer (LAME). Through the initial
period he held a number of roles including Senior Base
for Adelaide, Maintenance Watch and CASA approved
Maintenance Controller for the National Jet Express
AOC. He moved into a project role and managed
significant repairs and modifications within third party
facilities and participated in the development of the
maintenance program for the Embraer E series. He moved
into management positions in 2005 as the Head of
Engineering for three years and since has held positions
in Business Development until his current role which
commenced in July 2018. Prior to joining Cobham, he
spent six years in general aviation as a LAME after leaving
the RAAF. Tim was a corporal airframe fitter spending

18 years and served on numerous operational tours in
leadership roles. Since being medically discharged in

USA in 2001, he managed their Michigan facility for 18
months. The role included business development for
both the US and Australian operations. Fred has been
the Aerospace and Defence Manager since 2007, with
responsibility for Aerospace and Defence projects and
international/domestic business development. Fred was
appointed to the board in 2017.

2013, Mike has continued his passion for supporting
the war fighter by establishing a second meaningful
career as a consultant in weapons engineering and then
in business development and account management.
Throughout his time in defence industry he has been
passionate about bringing good ideas and people
together, collaboratively to deliver capability. Mike’s
technical capacity combined with his passion for taking
the team on the journey to solve complex problems
has resulted in a number of successful collaborations
between the Australian Defence Force and industry.
Since joining REDARC he has focused on making
the business ‘Defence Ready’ and brings significant
experience on what is required to achieve market entry
in this sector. Mike has previously taught in the academic
sector at UniSA as a Lecturer for the Master of Project

Pete Madsen
Pete is a Partner at Bentleys SA, where he leads the
Advisory practice, which focuses on strategy execution,
organisational transformations, digital strategies and
project services including risk management and program
delivery models. Over his career, the sectors in which He
has worked directly include, but are not limited to:
Professional services (Lead Director, PwC Adelaide,
Advisory Practice) Defence and engineering (Head of
Project Management, Australia, and Director of Project
Management and Business Improvement, BAE Systems
Australia) Civil construction (GM, Corporate Services,
Leed Engineering and Construction) Manufacturing
(National Business Process Manager – Detmold
Packaging Group) Information technology (Lead Team

the bulk of his career on the P3 Orion. He received type

Management Program, owned and operated a small

training on the P3 engines and electrical systems and

business and currently is the Surf Life Saving – South

Manager and Asia Pacific Transition Manager – EDS

received post-graduation training in electronics. Tim has

Australia Lifesaving Advisory Committee Representative

Operations). Pete holds and has held a number of

served on the DTC Board since 2014.

responsible for the introduction of Remotely Piloted

Board positions including the MS Society of SA&NT,

Aerial Systems to coastline. He was selected for this role

the immediate past President of the Board of SCOSA

through a competitive process because of his experience

(Spastic Centres of SA), the Chair of Cornell Design and

and ability to solve complex problems in a collaborative

prior director roles on the boards of Netball SA and the

manner engaging multiple stakeholders. Mike was

Defence Teaming Centre. Pete was appointed to the

elected to the Board in November 2018.

Board in November 2018.

Marketing whilst working at Telstra in technical and

Fred Hull

Sanjay Mazumdar

management positions. Since that time, Sean has

Fred gained a Toolmaking apprenticeship at the

Dr Sanjay Mazumdar is the CEO of the Data to Decisions

worked as General Manager in the start-up and

Moorabbin Institute of Technology. He undertook further

Cooperative Research Centre (D2D CRC), a national

SME sector with an export focus. Since 2011 he has

studies in Design, Metrology, Metallurgy and Lean

security- focussed R&D organisation delivering big data

worked with GPA Engineering (consulting and design

Manufacturing (Boeing Course). After his apprenticeship

analytics solutions and advice. Sanjay has over 25 years

Sean Flaherty
Sean’s career started in the RAAF in 1981 as a Radio
Technician working with the P3C Orions. Leaving in
1990, he undertook studies at the University of South
Australia in Electronic Engineering and Management/
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of experience in the defence and ICT sectors in roles
covering general management, business development,
program management and engineering. He was
previously the CEO of the Defence Systems Innovation
Centre, Head of Engineering at BAE Systems and
Operations Manager at Motorola. Sanjay started his
career as an engineer at the Defence Science Technology
Organisation. He is a Fellow of Engineers Australia, a
Chartered Professional Engineer and a Member of the
Australian Institute of Company Directors. Sanjay has
served on the DTC Board since 2011.

Andrew McCauley

Michael Mines

Matt Opie

Michael is the Managing Director and Founder of Sphere

Matt is Director, Defence at the University of South
Australia; a role created to steer engagement between
the university and the Defence sector across research
and education. He has worked in the defence industry
in and out of uniform for most of his career in strategy,
program management and business development.
Matt recently developed and implemented an industry
engagement strategy for a defence prime, including
responsibility for maximising Australian industry
involvement on major defence projects. Previously
Matt spent two years as a manager on secondment
to the Rapid Prototyping, Development and Evaluation
organisation (RPDE) – a joint Defence and industry
initiative where he developed Defence–industry
collaboration models. He has also worked as a program
manager on communications and electronic warfare
projects. Matt holds a Bachelor of Science and a
Master’s in Business Administration. After graduating
from the Australian Defence Force Academy and the
Royal Military College Duntroon, Matt served in the
Australian Army as a Signals Officer in Australia
and the Middle East. Matt joined the DTC Board in
October 2018.

Advisory which supports companies with financial
and business development expertise. He has over 20
years’ experience in providing business development,
financial and strategic analysis to a wide range of
industries, particularly in defence and aviation, both
locally and overseas. He holds a Fellowship (FCA) of
the Chartered Accountants Australia & New Zealand
(CAANZ) and is a member of the Financial Services
Institute of Australasia (FINSIA). Michael spent nine
years at Ernst & Young within its Audit, Assurance and
Advisory area in London and Adelaide, before moving

With an Engineering and Management career spanning

to Cobham Aviation Services in 2007 where he held

some 20 years, Andrew is a proven and experienced

key management positions including Group Financial

leader with extensive experience in the delivery and

Controller, Finance Director and more recently the global

support of complex projects and systems. These

Senior Vice President Sales and Business Development. In

experiences have been gained working within both

2018, Michael left Cobham to start up Sphere Advisory.

project and capability business units worldwide. In

Michael was appointed to the Board in November 2018.

addition, Andrew has significant board experience with
statutory bodies, advisory boards and not-for-profits.
His studies and qualifications include Masters degrees in
Engineering, Business and Leadership, which combined
with his practical work experience gives him a broad
technical and business perspective. Andrew was elected
to the Board in November 2018.

Darryl Mincham
Darryl served in the RAAF from 1986-1996, where he
gained valuable experience in advanced fabrication
technologies, such as composite materials, sheet
metal, machining, welding, heat treatment, surfacefinishing and engineering design. Since 1996, when he
established Mincham Aviation, he has led the building
of the company to what is now considered in the

Brett Newell
Brett has an extensive service career in the RAAF, including
as a P-3 Orion Navigator and Instructor, Flight Commander
at No. 11 Squadron. He did an exchange tour on Nimrod
aircraft with the Royal Air Force and was Deputy Director
Emerging Systems and Program Manager for Project
AIR 7000. Brett started with Boeing in 2007 as Project
Manager UAVs. He spent four years as Director Operations
at Insitu Pacific Ltd (a Boeing Subsidiary) and then became
a Key Account Manager (P-8), Strategy and Business
Development. He then became P-8 Program Manager.
He is currently Regional Director South Australia. Brett
was appointed to the Board in November 2017.

industry to be one of Australia’s most highly regarded

Tim O’Callaghan

aerospace/defence fabrication, repair and manufacturing

Tim is National Deputy Managing Partner and Head of

businesses. He has served on numerous boards

the Adelaide office of Piper Alderman. Piper Alderman

and committees over the past 15 years, including,

is a leading national law firm with offices in Adelaide,

proudly, the DTC Board and believes he can contribute

Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane. The firm focusses on

appropriately to the industry’s future challenges. Those

the areas of corporate, commercial, intellectual property,

being, but not limited to, the necessary industry

employment, litigation, real estate and private client

development and cultural changes required to

services, and has extensive experience working with the

successfully build a long-term sustainable industry.

Defence Industry. Tim specialises in intellectual property

Darryl has been a Director of the DTC since 2006.

law. Tim has been a Director of the DTC since 2006.

Davyd Thomas
Davyd joined Austal in July, 2012 as the inaugural Vice
President, Defence where he has responsibility for
Austal Australia’s domestic and export relationships
and business winning activity. A professional naval
warfare officer, he has held senior Royal Australian
Navy appointments including postings as Commander,
Australian Fleet and Deputy Chief of Navy. In 2009,
Davyd was promoted to an Officer in the Order of
Australia (AO), for service to the Royal Australian
Navy. During his service he was also recognised with
the awards of the Conspicuous Service Cross and a
Commendation for Distinguished Service for his sea
commands. Davyd lives in Canberra and was appointed
to the board in 2017.
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Naval Shipbuilding College's "Job Ready" Workforce Register

The Naval Shipbuilding College (NSC) will play a crucial role building a workforce for

Australia’s SME community has previously proven it has the expertise and capability to

Australia’s Continuous Shipbuilding Plan and assist the thousands of SMEs across

support major naval shipbuilding programs including the ANZAC-class Frigates, Collins-

Australia, ensuring they can ‘plug in’ to this newly developed workforce talent.

Class Submarine and Air Warfare Destroyers, where each program engaged significant

The NSC’s Workforce Register will provide SMEs access to a wide range of job-ready

numbers of Australian suppliers from the SME community.

employees, assisting businesses to increase their workforce capacity ahead of the

Mr Docalovich said the College will continue to engage with the SME community

commencement of the Naval Shipbuilding Program. Program Manager of the College,

to provide intelligence regarding what the future workforce will look like, ensuring

Bill Docalovich, said Australia’s SMEs had always provided the backbone of large

businesses can recruit highly-skilled people when they need them, have an opportunity

investment projects in Australia.

to grow their business and can continue to play an integral role in strengthening

“Australian SMEs will again play a critical role in ensuring the continued success of the

Australia’s sovereign capability.

Naval Shipbuilding Program, as well as sharing in the benefits,’’ he said.

This includes engaging with students and workers nationally to build awareness around

“The Workforce Register contains a large cross-section of potential employees who

the diversity of the skilled and professional jobs available and to ensure that naval

have already been reviewed by Candidate Engagement Managers at the Naval

shipbuilding is a career of choice.

Shipbuilding College to ensure they are job ready by identifying required skills sets or

To learn more about the Naval Shipbuilding College or to register your interest go to

undertaking education and training to upskill themselves."

www.navalshipbuildingcollege.com.au.
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New Industry Tours
For Teachers
A new industry tour program for teachers
and career counsellors is now available to
link schools with industry leaders.
“We want to help give educators exposure to the latest advanced manufacturing
processes, so they can experience firsthand the breadth of work being done in
the industries behind the defence force,” said Dr Sarah Baker, Manager Advanced
Technology project.

L-R: Cameron Johnston, James Walsh, Nick Jackson and Michael Hearn.

“These are the businesses that will employ our future workforce, and they can tell us
the types of career pathways available.”

“Our next generation will be better prepared if both the educators and employers have

Industry leaders Axiom Precision Manufacturing and Rowlands Metalworks have

a good idea about the emerging requirements.

provided teachers a tour of their advanced technology facilities. The teachers learned

“Rowlands is delighted to be involved with a group of VET educators about what we

about the type of defence industry work being undertaken in South Australia, had the

see and the requirements for the next generation. We also really enjoyed hearing about

opportunity to ask questions about project design, career paths available for young

some of the projects that teachers are developing.”

people and to identify maths and science teaching/learning opportunities.

Rowlands Metalworks will supply bridge consoles for BAE Systems’ Future Frigates. Other

At the session, Cameron Johnston of Rowland Metalworks said that teams worked best

businesses that have opened their doors include SAGE Group and DXC Technology.

when all members pulled in the same direction.

If your company is interested in hosting a tour, contact ATP’s Sarah Baker,

“So too with education,” he said.

sarah.baker@sa.gov.au.
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•
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•
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Defence Teaming Centre Member List
corporate partners
ANZ
Ernst & Young Transaction
Advisory Services
Jones Harley Toole
Lunik
Mantra Group
NHP
Operational Systems
Peer

ICT/electronics
ASG Group
APC Technology
Automated Solutions Australia
Avinet
AV Integration
Belden Australia Pty Ltd
Braemac
Christie Digital Systems Australia
Clearswift
Codan Limited
Codarra Advanced Systems
Consunet Pty Ltd
Critical Room Solutions Pty Ltd
Cyber Aware
CyberOps
Dedicated Systems Australia
DESA Australia
DXC Technology
EM Solutions
Entech Electronics
Expose Data
Finite Group APAC Pty Ltd
Hendon Semiconductors
Lencom Antennas
Logi−tech Pty Ltd
Monkeystack
My Sky Technologies
Redarc Electronics
RedStack
Rheinmetall Simulation Australia
Solinnov Pty Ltd
Supplied Solutions
Systech Consultants
Ultra Electronics Australia
VeroGuard
Vocus Communications
Walter Breunig Intelligent
Platforms Pty Ltd

infrastructure
A. Noble & Son
Badge Constructions
Caledonia Scaffolding
JP Flynn
Sarah Constructions

logistics − transport
Chilled Australia
Customs Agency Services
DHL Global Forwarding
Expeditors International Pty Ltd

manufacturing
Able Industries Engineering
Adlingtons Australia Pty Ltd
Aerobond
AFL Services
Airspeed
AJ Distributors
Alliance Automation Pty Ltd
Aluminium Dynamics
AML Technologies
Arentz and KKG Engineering Pty
Ltd
ASC
ATTAR
Austal
Australian Metrology and
Calibration Pty Ltd
Axiom Precision Manufacturing
Beak Engineering
B L Shipway & Co
Capral Aluminium
Castech
C.E. & A Co. Marine Engineers
Century Engineering
CNW Energy
Coiltek Manufacturing
Cold Logic
Cresta Plastics
Defence Coating Systems
Dematec Automation
Engraving Services Co
Ezy-Fit Marine Pty Ltd
Ferrocut
Form Cut Pty Ltd
GBT Industries
Hallite Seals Australia
Heatlie BBQ’s
Hill Defence Products
Humanihut Pty Ltd
Ignition Custom Engineering
IKAD Engineering
Intertek AIS
Intract
J3Seven Pty Ltd
Johnson Controls
K−TIG
KAEFER Integrated Services
Levett Engineering Pty Ltd
Lightforce Australia Pty Ltd
LS2 Engineering
Lucesco Lighting Australia Pty Ltd
MacTaggart Scott Australia
Marine Technicians Australia
Maxiport Engineering Pty Ltd
MG Engineering
Mincham Aviation
Morgan Advanced Materials
Norseld Pty Ltd
Nylastex Engineering Solutions
Odense Maritime Technology
Oliver Technologies Pty Ltd
Ferretti International
PCM Group
PFG Group
Pirtek (Adelaide) Pty Ltd
Plasteel S.A.
PMB Defence

Praxis Aeronautics
Praxis Aerospace
Precise Machining & Manufacturing
Rowlands Metalworks
RUAG Australia
Sage Automation
Siemens
SMART Fabrication Pty Ltd
Sonnex Pty Ltd
Stramech Engineering
TAE Aviation
Taylor Bros Marine Pty Ltd
Technoweld
Toolcraft Pty Ltd
TRP Ductwork
United Fasteners SA Pty Ltd
Verseng Group
WCIS TOTALSEAL

professional services
Accord Property
Adelaide Airport Limited
Adelaide City Council
Adelaide Relocations
Adept Technology Pty Ltd
Advanced Focus
AMI Group
AMOG Consulting
AsiaAus Leaders
ATPI
Austbrokers Terrace
Austest Laboratories
Australian Business Defence
Industry (ABDI)
Australian Organisation for Quality
(SA) Inc
AWS Global
Axant Corporate Advisory
Bentleys R&D (SA) Pty Ltd
BMT Defence & Security
Boileau Business Technology
Brand SA
British High Commission
Broadway Property
Capability Driven Acquisition Pty Ltd
Cheesman Architects
City of Charles Sturt
City of Playford
City of Salisbury
City of Tea Tree Gully
Civil Contractors Federation
Cornell Design
D2D CRC Ltd
DCI Data Cantres
DEC Workforce Pty Ltd
Defence Reserves Support SA
Department of Education and Child
Development
Draeger Safety Pacific Pty Ltd
duMonde Group
Easy Skill Australia
EnvyUs Design
Finlaysons Lawyers
Global Maintenance Upper Spencer
Gulf

Blue colour denotes new member

Grant Thornton Australia Ltd
Greg Eaton
Heavypoint Pty Ltd
Helping Heroes Rehabilitation
Service
Heterodox Solutions Pty Ltd
HLB Mann Judd
Hughes Public Relations &
Communication Counsel
HunterNet
I C Frith
Indigenous Defence &
Infrastructure Consortium
Ingenia
Intercultural Tailored Solutions
Inventure Partners
JLB-Yaran Pty Ltd
Johnson Winter & Slattery
Kinexus People
Knowledge Perspectives Pty Ltd
LogiCamms Australia Pty Ltd
Madderns
Maintenance Systems Solutions
ManpowerGroup
Migration Solutions
Modis Staffing
National Safety Council of Australia
LTD (NSCA)
Northline
Northpoint Fleet Management
Now Global Logistics
Omega Engineering Consulting
Piper Alderman Lawyers
Project Performance International
PwC Services
Qatar Airways
Quisk Design
Rapid Context
REALM Solutions (SA) Pty Ltd
Redbikini
Regional Development Australia,
Whyalla & Eyre Peninsula
Royal Society for The Blind
Salentis
Scottish Pacific Business Finance
Simulation Australasia
Skill Speak Consulting
Sphere Advisory
Sudel Industries Pty Ltd
Sure People Solutions Pty Ltd
Talent International
TBH
TQCSI-Yaran
Vintek Pty Ltd
Vipac Engineers & Scientists Ltd
We Create Print Deliver
Weld Australia
WGASA Pty Ltd
With You With Me
Work Ready Program
Yaran Business Services
YourDC
Zancott Recruitment
Zippy Indigenous Facilities Services

systems engineering
Acacia Research
Aurecon Australasia
Babcock Pty Ltd
BAE Systems Australia
Boeing Defence Australia
Cadgile
CEA Technologies Pty Ltd
Cobham Aviation Services
Australia
Daronmont Technologies
Dassault Systemes
Department of Defence− Defence
Science and Technology Group
(DSTG)
elmTEK Pty Ltd
Eptec
Frazer− Nash Consultancy
General Dynamics Land Systems −
Australia (GDLS)
GHD Pty Ltd
GPA Engineering Pty Ltd
Kadego
Lockheed Martin Australia
Electronic Systems Pty Ltd
Nova Systems
PREDICT Australia
Prism Defence
QinetiQ
Raytheon Australia Pty Ltd
Saab Australia Pty Ltd
Supashock
Sydac Pty Ltd
Thales Australia

training and education
Adelaide Training & Employment
Centre (ATEC)
Edith Cowan University
Flinders University
Queensland University of
Technology
RMIT University
Specialist Training Australia
St Patrick's Technical College
TAFE SA
The University of Adelaide
University of South Australia

DTC charities of choice
Legacy Club of Adelaide
Returned and Services League of
Australia (SA)
The Repat Foundation - The Road
Home

UPCOMING AT THE DTC
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February - April 2019 Defence Business

SME SUMMIT
20-21 March 2019

An Australian Defence Alliance event hosted by the Defence Teaming Centre

Building on the success of the Henderson Alliance SME Forum in 2018 the newly
formed Australian Defence Alliance (ADA) has great pleasure in inviting companies to
participate in our inaugural 2019 event being held in Adelaide. This will be held over
two days in March with the ‘Welcome’ taking place in the evening of Tuesday 19
March at Adelaide’s new centre for Defence, Space and Innovation, Defence Landing
Pad, Lot Fourteen North Terrace.
The Defence Teaming Centre is hosting the 2019 SME Forum, an event that will
deliver a rich environment for defence and industry professionals to meet, connect
with Australia’s key Primes and Original Equipment Manufacturers, tap into expertise,
and explore the opportunities on offer in the Maritime sector. There will also be the
opportunity to engage with Primes around other projects, that includes finding our
more about Land 8140.

Summit Objectives:
•

Facilitate engagement with Defence Industry around Australian Maritime
opportunities

•

Assist SMEs to achieve business to business connections in addition
to connecting with Primes to build a collective understanding of the
requirements and capabilities on offer

•

Promote Australia’s Sovereign Industrial Capability requirements, together
with Australia’s SME capabilities to provide technology solutions across

A Defence Industry Masterclass
19th March

(5pm - 7pm)

“Legal Issues in Collaborating for Defence Contracts and How to Manage Them”
This will be the unofficial opening of the Summit, proudly hosted by Piper
Alderman. A panel discussion will feature speakers from within industry and
government and will be followed by networking.

Main Plenary Sessions
20th March

(8am – 5pm)

•

Doing Business with Cultural Differences

•

Collaboration in Practice – panel discussion

•

SEA 1000 Presentation – Naval Group

•

One on One B2B Meeting – speed-dating with Primes

•

SEA 5000 Presentation – BAE Systems

•

LAND 8140 – Anywise Consulting

•

And more to be confirmed

BD After Five (5–7pm)

multiple capability programs within the maritime sector.
20th March
Sponsorship opportunities are now available. Sponsorship is an effective way to
increase your brand awareness and align your organisation with defence industry.
Contact Mathilda Grist at mathilda.grist@dtc.org.au to find out more.

Don't delay in securing your tickets today
www.dtc.org.au/events-list

(5pm – 7pm)

Targeted networking opportunity for delegates and the wider defence
community to engage and build relationships.

Osborne Precinct Tour
21st March

(8am – 1pm)

Interstate delegates will have the opportunity to attend a tour of the Osborne
Precinct, and Precision Manufacturing facilities.

The Year Ahead In Defence Business Magazine
Business
Advisory
Services For
Defence

Pacific
International
Maritime Expo

To advertise in the Defence Business magazine, contact Jamie Richardson (08) 8233 9433.

We’re building a
National Workforce...
SECURE YOUR NEW CAREER!
Set yourself up for
life and work on the
most technologically
a d v a n c e d p ro g r a m s i n
the world.
Thousands of skilled and professional
careers will be created through
Australia’s thriving supply and
sustainment industries that support
exciting naval shipbuilding programs
including the new Attack-class
Submarines, Hunter-class Frigates and
Arafura-class Offshore Patrol Vessels.

Ta k e y o u r f i r s t s t e p t o w a rd s a n e w,
c u t t i n g - e d g e c a re e r i n o n e o f t h e
c o u n t r y ’s f a s t e s t g ro w i n g i n d u s t r i e s
by joining the naval shipbuilding
Wo r k f o rc e R e g i s t e r .

A diversity of jobs will become
available across engineering,
advanced systems integration,
complex program and project
management and trade roles working
with advanced manufacturing
and cutting edge electrical and
cooling systems.

A Candidate Engagement Consultant
w i l l c o n t a c t y o u t o p ro v i d e
p e r s o n a l i s e d c a re e r, e d u c a t i o n a n d
training pathway advice.

J O I N T H E W O R K F O R C E R E G I S T E R AT

navalshipbuildingcollege.com.au
OR USE YOUR
SMARTPHONE
CAMERA TO
READ THE
QR CODE

YOUR AIRCRAFT, YOUR SOLUTION
Visit us at Avalon 2019, Booth #2A19
For more information contact us at info@satcomdirect.com
or visit our website at www.satcomdirect.com

